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Advance directives provide a legal means for patients to state treatment preferences in advance, should they later become unable to participate in decisions about their care. In 1990, Congress adopted the Patient Self-Determination Act, which sought to increase the use of advance directives. However, a 1999 study of members of a health maintenance organization found that only one-third of patients aged 65 years or older reported having filed an advance directive. Although such decisions may later be made by others acting as proxies, their judgments of patients’ treatment preferences may not be accurate. Through communication with their patients about advance directives, physicians can play a key role in making advance directives a more effective part of patient care.

In the previously cited study, only 15% of patients reported having been asked about their advance care preferences by a physician or nurse, although patients were 3 times more likely to establish an advance directive if they have been asked about their wishes. Many physicians fail to initiate such discussions because they may worry about spending too much time on them, but in fact such discussions average less than 3 minutes in length. Physicians may also fear that patients are uncomfortable discussing issues surrounding their own mortality. In contrast to this assumption, one study found that 93% of outpatients and 89% of the general public were interested in discussing advance directives, with young and healthy individuals expressing as much interest as older, less healthy people. A retrospective study of decedents in a Midwestern community found that 85% had had advance directives, and suggested that the unusually high rate of use was the result of an extensive educational program on end-of-life planning. This implies that advance directives can be both widely used and effective, provided the resources exist to increase patient awareness.

While increasing advance directives is an important goal, a greater challenge lies in modifying them to better reflect patient preferences. Advance directive forms that are standard in US health care facilities ask patients general questions, which may or may not be applicable to a patient’s individual circumstances. In addition, patients often misunderstand their options to refuse or withdraw treatment or to choose palliative care. It is possible that even with an advanced directive in place, patients may not receive the care they would want.

Patients must be educated about treatment options in order to make well-informed decisions about their future care. A simple way to accomplish this goal is to focus on the acceptability of potential treatment outcomes to the patient. A recent qualitative study of elderly individuals found they were more concerned with functional outcome than with the medical techniques used to achieve that outcome. One method of assessing the acceptability of treatment is to use scenario-based decision aids describing different treatment options and their potential outcomes. Assessing patients’ understanding and willingness to accept potential treatment outcomes increases the likelihood of informed consent and enhances the utility of advance directives.

In some cases, advance care decisions are made by someone other than the patient. The accuracy of proxy judgments can be enhanced when the patient and his or her proxy have discussed advance care issues. This is in accord with research demonstrating that patients consider planning advance care to be a social interaction between loved ones, rather than simply a matter of signing forms. Promoting collaboration between family members and loved ones may minimize the ambiguity often found in advance directives, and may better prepare surrogates to make treatment decisions. Physicians can take an active part in this process by encouraging their patients to discuss advance care issues with their chosen surrogates.

Although systemic changes such as computerized reminders can encourage physicians to integrate advanced planning directives in their routine patient care, such discussions will still require meaningful communication with patients. Through such discussions, physicians have the opportunity to play a central role in increasing both the effectiveness and use of advance directives.
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